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Abstract—Cloud computing is a subscription-based service where you can obtain networked storage space and computer
resources. We propose a cloud-based storage scheme that allows the data owner to benefit from the facilities offered by the cloud
service providers (CSPs) through Storage-as-a-Service (SaaS) and enables indirect mutual trust between owner and CSP. SaaS ) is
a paid facility that enables organizations to outsource their data to be stored on remote servers and perform full block level
dynamic operations and hence reduces the maintenance cost and mitigates the burden of large local data storage at the
organization’s end. The outsorced stored data can be accessed by a group of authorized users by the data owner. The owner has
the privilege to grant or revoke access of the stored data in the cloud. The present system is providing a good security mechanism
for stored data and proper sharing of keys among authorized users, and data owner for the cryptographic mechanism. It also
ensures the newness property to the authorized users for receiving the most recent version of the stored data.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has received considerable attention from
both academia and industry due to a number of important
advantages including: cost effectiveness, low management
overhead, immediate access to a wide range of applications,
flexibility to scale up and down information technology (IT)
capacity, and mobility where customers can access
information wherever they are, rather than having to remain at
their desks.
SaaS offered by CSPs is an emerging solution to mitigate the
burden of large local data storage and reduce the maintenance
cost via the concept of outsourcing data storage. The local
management unable to access the multiple users to overcome,
the CSP often provides better disaster recovery by replacing
the data on multiple servers across multiple data centers
achieving a higher level of availability. Thus, many authorized
users are allowed to access the remotely outsourced stored
data from different geographic locations making it more
convenient for them. Generally the owner physically
outsourced sensitive data to a remote CSP, there are some
concerns regarding confidentiality, integrity, and access
control of the data. In some practical applications, data
confidentiality is not only a privacy concern, but also a juristic
issue. The confidentiality feature can be guaranteed by the
owner via encrypting the data before outsourcing to remote
servers.
The main objective of this project is constructing a
secure data storage system that supports multiple functions is
challenging when the storage system is distributed and has no
central authority. In this work, we propose a scheme that
addresses some important issues related to outsourcing the
storage of data, namely data dynamic, newness, mutual trust,
and access control. One of the core design principles of data

outsourcing is to provide dynamic scalability of data for
various applications. This means that the remotely stored data
can be not only accessed by authorized users, but also updated
and scaled by the owner. The cloud based storage system
allows a data owner to outsource the data to a CSP, and
perform full dynamic operations at the block-level such as
block modification, insertion, deletion and append. After
updating, the authorized users should receive the latest version
of the data (newness property), i.e., a technique is required to
detect whether the received data is stale. The indirect mutual
trust between the data owner and the CSP is another
imperative issue, which is addressed in the proposed scheme.
A mechanism is introduced to determine the dishonest party,
i.e., misbehavior from any side is detected and the responsible
party is identified. Last but not least, the access control is
considered, which allows the data owner to grant or revoke
access rights to the outsourced storage data, if and only if the
owner don’t provide the access to the authorized user no one
can access the stored data from CSP.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In traditional access control techniques the data exists that
is of the data owner and the storage servers is in the same trust
domain. But when the data is outsourced to the CSP then the
data owner and CSP are in different domain. A feasible
solution can be presented to enable the owner to enforce
access control of the data stored on a remote untrusted CSP.
The unauthorized users, including the CSP, are unable to
access the data since they do not have the decryption key.
Through this solution, the data is encrypted under a certain
key, which is shared only with the authorized users.
Kallahalla et al. [2] designed a cryptography-based file
system called Plutus for secure sharing of data on untrusted
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servers. Some authorized users of the data have the privilege
to read and write, while the others can only read the data. Goh
et al. [3] have presented SiRiUS, which is designed to be
layered over existing file systems such as NFS (network file
system) to provide end-to-end security. To enforce access
control in SiRiUS, each data file (d-file) is attached with a
metadata file (md-file) that contains an encrypted key block
for each authorized user with some access rights (read or
write). This technique can prevent and detect malicious actions
from the CSP side. Also one thing the CSP needs to be
safeguarded from a dishonest owner. Popa et al. [4] have
introduced a cryptographic cloud storage system called
CloudProof that provides read and write data sharing.
CloudProof has been designed to offer security guarantees in
the service level agreements of cloud storage systems.
For verifying data integrity over cloud servers, researchers
have proposed provable data possession (PDP) technique to
validate the intactness of data stored on remote sites i.e. CSP.
A number of PDP protocols have been presented to efficiently
validate or maintain the integrity of static data [5]. Another
class of PDP schemes was concerned with the dynamic
behavior of data over remote servers [8]. This class allows the
owner to outsource a data file and perform updating or scaling
operations on the outsourced data. A complementary line of
research on PDP has focused on multiple data copies stored
over different servers. Bowers et.al.[9] presented a PDP
construction for multiple copies of dynamic data. This
approach is known as Proof of retrievability (POR), it is a
stronger than PDP means that the entire data file can be
reconstructed from portions of the data that are reliably stored
on the servers.
III.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. System Model
The cloud computing storage model in this work
proposed that provides solutions to the important issues and
concerns related to outsourcing the storage of data, namely
dynamic data, newness, mutual trust, and access control.
In figure 1, a data owner that can be an organization
generating sensitive data to be stored in the cloud and made
available for controlled external use. A CSP who manages
cloud servers and provides paid storage space on its
infrastructure to store the owner’s files and make them
available for authorized users.

Figure 1. Cloud computing data storage system model

The relations between different system components are
represented by double-sided arrows, where solid and dashed
arrows represent trust and distrust relations, respectively. For
example, the data owner, the authorized users, and the CSP
trust the TTP. On the other hand, the data owner and the
authorized users have mutual distrust relations with the CSP.
Thus, the TTP is used to enable indirect mutual trust between
these three components. There is a direct trust relation between
the data owner and the authorized users.
The authorized users is a set of owner’s clients who have
the right to access the remote data; and a trusted third party
(TTP), an entity who is trusted by all other system
components, and has expertise and capabilities to detect and
specify dishonest parties. The data owner has a file F
consisting of m blocks. For confidentiality, the owner encrypts
the data before sending to cloud servers. After outsourcing the
data, the owner can interact with the CSP through authorized
users to perform block-level operations on the file that is
dynamic data property. Data is stored on remote server that is
different domain this is only accessed by authorized users.
Also the data is updated, scaled and monitored by the owner.
After updating, authorized users should receive the latest
version of the data that is newness property.
The Mutual trust between the data owner and the CSP is
another issue and that is proposed in this scheme. A
mechanism is introduced to determine the dishonest party,
from any side is detected and the responsible party is
identified. Access control is also provided by the model which
allows the owner to grant access or to revoke access rights to
the outsourced data.
B. Security Requirments
For Confidentiality, outsourced data must be protected
from the TTP, the CSP, and users that are not granted access.
Only authorized users are allowed to access the outsourced
data. Revoked or granted users can read unmodified data;
however, they must not be able to read updated/new blocks.
To maintain integrity outsourced data is required to remain
intact on cloud servers. The data owner and authorized users
must be enabled to recognize data corruption over the CSP
side.
To receiving the most recent version of the outsourced data
file is an imperative requirement of cloud-based storage
systems. There must be a detection mechanism if the CSP
ignores any data-update requests issued by the owner. The
CSP’s defence who safeguarded the CSP against false
accusations that may be claimed by dishonest owner/users and
such a malicious behavior is required to be revealed.
Combining the confidentiality, integrity, newness, access
control, and CSP’s defence properties in the proposed scheme
enables the mutual trust between the data owner and the CSP.
Thus, the owner can benefit from the wide range of facilities
offered by the CSP, and at the same time, the CSP can
mitigate.
C. Trusted Third Party
The data owner, the authorized users, and the CSP trust the
TTP. However, the data owner and the authorized users have
mutual distrust relations with the CSP shown in figure.1.
Thus, the TTP is used to enable indirect mutual trust between
these three components. There is a direct trust relation
between the data owner and the authorized users.
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The third party auditor is to verify the data stored on
remote servers, and give incentives to providers for improving
their services. The proposed scheme in this work uses the TTP
in a slightly different fashion. The auditing process of the data
received from the CSP is done by the authorized users, and we
choice to the TTP only to determine disputes that may arise
regarding data integrity or newness. Reducing the storage
overhead on the CSP side is efficiently a key feature to lower
the fees paid by the customers. Moreover, decreasing the
overall computation cost in the system is another important
aspect. For achieving these goals, a small part of the owner’s
work is delegated to the TTP that is the nothing but the direct
trust between Owner and TTP.
Trusted
Third
Party

Auditing
Process

F
Data
Owner

CSP
Security Data Flow

Figure 2. TTP model for data storage
The data owner sends the encrypted data to the CSP
through TTP and wise versa. For auditing process the
authorized users send the request for hash value of the
receiving data unless & untill this means integrity.The TTP
maintain the BST record due to this owner knows about the
dynamic operations which will perform on stored
data.Indirectly the data owner & CSP makes the secured flow
of data this is new aspects of our work. The TTP is an
independent entity, and thus has no reason to join together
with any party in the system. However, any possible leakage
of data towards the TTP must be prevented to keep the
outsourced data private. The TTP and the CSP are always
online, while the owner is intermittently online. The
authorized users are able to access the data file from the CSP
even when the owner is offline.
IV.

SYSTEM PRELIMINARIES

The proposed scheme supported some procedural steps to
provide all the techniques which are beneficial to the data
owner to outsource their sensitive data to the CSP. The whole
system accesses the setup & files preparation process, also
make dynamic operations on the outsourced data. The most
important step is data access & cheating detection. The setup
is done only once during the life time of the data storage
system has two parts one is on owner side and another is done
on TTP side. The dynamic operations are performed at the
block level where request come from owner side to the
authorized users. The BST and hash value will be used before
and after the operations are performed and the all record will
be maintained by TTP to the BST table.
A. Owner Role
An owner browses the file from the local storage and
generate master key (MK). The data file F will be encrypted

into the F’ by using the RC-5 block encryption algorithm with
variable block and key sizes. The proposed scheme used RC-5
algorithm for encryption because in that there is very difficult
to break the encrypt key if the attacker does not know the sizes
when attempting to decrypt captured data. The master key will
be generated by the combination of the user id and identifier.
The encrypted secret key is the same as the MK for
optimizing the database. Also owner generates the Block
status table (BST) to check the data integrity also performing
block level dynamic operations. Finally owner sends {F’, MK,
BST} to the TTP and delete the data files from the local
storage.
B. TTP Role
To resolve disputes that may arise regarding data integrity or
newness, the TTP computes hash values FHTTP for the
encrypted file F’ and THTTP for the BST. The TTP keep only
FHTTP and THTTP on its local storage. Finally send encrypted
data file F’ to the CSP and delete from the TTP local storage.
The BST is used by the authorized users to reconstruct and
access the outsourced data file.
The proposed scheme in this work assumes that the
data owner is intermittently online and the authorized users are
enabled to access the data file even when the owner is offline.
Moreover, the BST is used during each block level dynamic
operation such as block modification, insertion, deletion and
append on the outsourced data file, where one table entry is
modified/inserted/deleted with each dynamic change on the
block level. For each operation request by owner the request
generates to the TTP and CSP. The TTP computes the hash
value of old block with the new one. If the BST is stored only
on the CSP side, it needs to be retrieved and validated each
time the data owner wants to issue a dynamic request on the
outsourced file. To avoid such communication and
computation overheads, the owner keeps a local copy of the
BST.
C. CSP Role
The CSP stores a copy of the BST along with the
outsourced data file. Also when dishonest CSP tampered some
data on stored data file then CSP side generates the new hash
value. When an authorized user requests to access the data,
the CSP responds by sending both the BST and the encrypted
file F’. At auditing process request from TTP the CSP send the
computed hash value to the TTP for checking the loss of
integrity. If the both TTP and CSP side hash value are same
means there is no loss of integrity, if change that means some
data will be tampered.
D. User requst to access the file
The user requests file from the TTP and CSP. User gets {F’,
BST} from CSP and combined hash FHTTP from TTP. The
authorized users have the decrypt key, by using key user can
decrypt the encrypted file F’ into the original file F. This
means that the authorized user verifies the signature and
access the data.
V.

RESULT ANALYSIS

We experimentally evaluate the computation overhead the
proposed scheme brings to a cloud storage system that has
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been dealing with data with only confidentiality requirement.
To evaluate the computation overhead on the owner side due
to dynamic operations, we perform 100 different block
operations. For different number of system users, figure 3
shows the owner’s average computation overhead per
operation. The access control of the proposed scheme depends
on the square root of the total number of system users. Figure3
shows that for a large organization with 100,000 users,
performing dynamic operations and enforce access control for
outsourced data as in practical (0.62 seconds).
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